No Early Peace Seen

Pakistan Army Invades India For First Time

Foreign Chief: Truce Possible

By United Press International

KARACHI, Sept. 9—Pakistan’s troops moved into India east of Lahore early Friday morning after pushing Indian forces across the border at Wagah, a Pakistani spokesman said.

India, however, denied this. The Pakistani announcement and said only that heavy fighting was in progress in most sectors.

According to radio reports reaching Karachi, Pakistan’s first invasion of the war into east Punjab followed a heavy counterattack against Indian forces at Wagah, an Indian post on the Indian-Pakistani frontier.

Wagah was the crossing point for India’s first invasion of Pakistan last Monday.

The second invasion point was at Jaurian, 60 miles from Lahore. The Pakistanis attacked the heavily fortified city, which is located along the frontier.

Another attack was made by the Pakistanis on the Indian-held town of Srinagar, the capital of Jammu and Kashmir.

Pakistan officials said that cross-border fighting had been reported.

A Pakistani official said that a Pakistani tank had crossed the border and that this action was in response to Indian shelling.

China has said it has been involved in cross-border fighting in the area and is using the border for supply routes.

By John M. Hackett

WASHINGTON, Sept. 8—The U.S. decision to supply arms to Pakistan is causing concern among some officials in the administration.

More limited Chinese military action consisting of a series of limited attacks on the Pawn was a significant factor in the decision.

The Chinese action was taken in response to a British attack in the area.

The attack was aimed at the Chinese buildup of forces in the area and was intended to force the Chinese to withdraw.

The Chinese response was to withdraw from the area and then attacked again.
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- ANPA General Manager Stanford Smith made as first chairman.
- The two vice-chairmen
  - Alan Mitchell, chairman of the CPU’s Telecommunications Committee and Gunnar Naesselund, general manager of Ritzaus, the Danish News Agency
  - Michel de St. Pierre, director of FIEJ, as honorary treasurer